Early Access Drawing Promotion Terms

Last updated and effective July 24, 2020

To participate in shopDisney’s MerchPass random events for the opportunity to purchase high-demand products, you must agree to and accept these Promotion Terms and Conditions (the “MerchPass Terms”) and the Promotion’s commencement.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER A DRAWING

IF SELECTED IN A DRAWING, YOU WILL BE GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE DURING A SPECIFIED WINDOW OF TIME

1. ELIGIBILITY

shopDisney, Inc. (“shopDisney”), 1100 Flower Street, Glendale, CA 91201.

2. MERCHPASS EVENTS

MerchPass events are open only to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia who are at least eighteen (18) years of age, are a member of shopDisney, and have an account. To be eligible to participate in a MerchPass event, you must be at least 18 years of age (or the age of majority in your jurisdiction of residence, whichever is older) and reside in the United States, except where prohibited by law. Children are strictly prohibited, resulting in all entries being declared void and the entrant being disqualified from participating in MerchPass events and other promotions offered by shopDisney.

3. HOW TO PARTICIPATE

To participate in a MerchPass event, visit shopDisney.com/merchpass during the entry period and log in with your Account credentials. Most Promotions are subject to change, such as entry eligibility, selection method, promotion end dates, and馋延 crews.

Selections will be made by random drawing. Each purchase opportunity offered by shopDisney will determine in its sole discretion the number of eligible entries selected for that drawing. shopDisney reserves the right to condition all purchases on your provision of satisfactory proof of your eligibility and compliance with the rules, and the specific product or service purchased may be subject to any additional terms and conditions. shopDisney reserves the right to disqualify any individual from participating in MerchPass events if, in its sole discretion, such individual has tampered with the entry process.

You may only submit once to each MerchPass Promotion, but your submission may include entries into multiple drawings within that Promotion. If several submissions are received, only the first will be considered. Any attempt by any person to submit more than one entry by using multiple or different identities, email accounts, or any other method permitted by law will void that entry and the entrant may be disqualified from participating in future MerchPass events and other promotions offered by shopDisney.

You must have a registered Disney Account on shopDisney.com (the “Account”) to participate. If you do not have an Account, you can register for one online by clicking on the “Sign Up” link, clicking “Create A New Account,” and providing the requested information on the registration forms.

In the event of dispute, shopDisney reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify any individual, whether or not the dispute is the result of an entry or otherwise, from participating in future MerchPass events and other promotions offered by shopDisney.

You may only submit once to each MerchPass Promotion, but your submission may include entries into multiple drawings within that Promotion. If several submissions are received, only the first will be considered. Any attempt by any person to submit more than one entry by using multiple or different identities, email accounts, or any other method permitted by law will void that entry and the entrant may be disqualified from participating in future MerchPass events and other promotions offered by shopDisney.

In the event of dispute, shopDisney reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify any individual, whether or not the dispute is the result of an entry or otherwise, from participating in future MerchPass events and other promotions offered by shopDisney.

The odds of being selected in any drawing depend on the total number of eligible entries for that drawing.
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